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The development of refineries increases the number and scale of fires and accidents, which cause damage both to the facilities themselves and to the surrounding buildings and structures, lives and health of people, the environment. That is why increasing the level of fire protection systems at refineries remains one of the most important components of ensuring the protection of the population from anthropogenic threats.

The article presents the results of the analysis of accidents and fires at oil refineries (refinery) for 2015–2019. The issue of necessity to integrate fire protection system at the refinery is considered. The process of creation and functioning of the automated integrated fire protection management system is described in the article. This system is a new approach to solving the issue of safety of industrial facilities of oil refining industry. Creation of a new model of fire protection system based on digital automatic system is described. The article considers the scheme of generalized structure of digital automatic machine and graphs of digital automatic machine of automated integrated fire detection and monitoring system.

The developed technology makes it possible to process the incoming signal contained in cyclograms into an intermediate form for synthesis of digital automatic machines by means of innovative tools.
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Introduction

The oil refining industry plays an important role in the country's economy and at the same time carries a danger as a source of fire and man-made accidents. The development of oil refineries increases the number and scale of fires and accidents, which cause damage both to the objects itself and to the surrounding buildings and structures, lives and health of people, environment. That is why increasing the level of fire protection systems at refineries remains one of the most important components of ensuring the protection of the population from anthropogenic threats [1]. Accidents and fires at oil refineries (Refineries) are difficult conditions with a rapid spread of fire to nearby areas and vehicles, which most often turn into a catastrophe whose material damage is huge. Refinery fires can be significant because of the large volume of flammable and combustible liquids stored in the territory [1].

Refinery accident and fire analysis

According to the data, the number of fires and explosions at the refinery over the last 5 years has been analyzed. The analysis results show that the annual number of fires ranges from 30 to 50. According to the analysis for 2015–2019, there were 186 fires (Fig. 1).

Refinery fires cause great material damage as expensive equipment, raw materials and communications cannot be restored. Fig. 2 shows that the average material damage from one fire is more than 1 million rubles, this value is much higher than the average damage from the total number of fires. Whereas, larger fires at refineries cause several times more damage. The average damage is the expected damage, i.e. more likely, and the maximum damage is the damage in the worst-case scenario. This large difference between the expected damage and the maximum damage makes it possible to conclude that refinery fire protection needs to be improved by integrating fire protection systems.

In order to effectively address the issue of integrating fire protection systems in refineries, it is necessary to understand the causes of fire. During the analysis the main interconnected groups of fire causes have been formed (Fig. 3).
Fig. 1. Number of fires at oil refineries

Fig. 2. Damage from fires at oil refineries

Fig. 3. Main causes of fires
Based on the diagram of analysis of the main causes of fire, it can be concluded that the main ones are:
– emergency operation of the equipment;
– violation of the technological regulations of the production process.

Technological process of refinery is complicated, so it is necessary to control from the side of service personnel for the regulatory values of parameters and the timeliness of measures for localization and liquidation of emergency situations, as there is a possibility of output of parameters for critical values, depressurization of equipment (from partial to full) and release of hazardous substances [2]. Errors in transient modes (start and stop of equipment), at operations, at drainage, repair, preventive and other works connected with unstable modes, release and filling of equipment with hazardous substances represent special danger in technological process of refinery [2].

As a result, the analysis of reasons of origin of fires on refineries has defined, that all of them have essential feature: the reason of these fires, as a rule, the whole set of circumstances, each of which by itself could not initiate a large fire, and only their set can lead to scale consequences. In turn, the question on integration of system of fire-prevention protection of oil refining objects has matured.

Every year technological processes of refineries become more advanced, innovative technologies become more widespread, the process and organization of production in the majority is accompanied by the use of potentially dangerous technologies, and this has led to the complication of equipment and processes, as the provision of integrated safety of technical production at the enterprise includes automated integrated fire protection systems (AISPEZ). Automated integrated systems of fire detection and monitoring, fire extinguishing, evacuation and smoke removal play one of the main roles in the structure of technological processes of industrial facilities.

The development and distribution of these systems requires new solutions in the synthesis of their operation models. In the event of an emergency situation, fire, or fire at an industrial facility, an automated integrated fire detection and monitoring system (AISOMP) should immediately operate. For the purpose of demonstration of all cause-and-effect relations in AISOMP it will be rational to apply structural-functional models of the digital automatic machine (CA), with their help it is possible to minimize and exclude probability of errors at the further synthesis of the automatic machine project by means of the specialized software. Similarly, AISOMP will provide an opportunity to formalize the synthesis process of transitions and outputs functions, without which it is impossible to build CA models [3]. Thus, the main purpose of synthesis of the model of digital automaton and automated integrated fire detection system is to minimize and exclude the probability of errors arising from the improvement of methods of information transformation into AISOMP. The system based on the CA model is synthesized in a specialized design environment, such as Active-HDL. The model is built in a cyclogram, which displays the AISOMP cycle [4]. The system design algorithm according to the proposed integrated model is shown in Fig. 4.

According to a given cyclogram, structural-functional models of digital automata are designed, for which unified tables of transitions and outputs functions are compiled, and then a hierarchical system model of CA is designed.

The sequence of switching mechanisms on and off is determined by the technologist, and cause-effect relations between commands are indicated on the cyclogram. To start AISOMP it is necessary to carry out several of conditions of its occurrence: an emergency mode, a flame, smoke, collapse of building designs the received control information, it is necessary to transform to a logic signal convenient for working out of algorithms, and debugging of a program code of the controllers realised in the form of CA [5, 6].

In the structure of CA there is a transition graph. The transition graph has the following properties:
  a) the graph does not contain parallel arcs;
  b) there is one vertex in the set of vertices of the graph, which is called the input of the graph;
  c) in the set of vertices of the graph one vertex, which is called the output of the graph, is selected;
  d) each vertex of the graph reaches its output.

Fig. 5 shows the screen of the modeling panel of the digital machine, the working area of which is divided into two parts: the base of announcements and the working area in which the model CA is designed [7]. The declaration header includes the declaration of the automaton's input and output ports. The above functions of Active-HDL environment reduce the time-consuming design and verification of CA models for automated control devices.
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for designing the structural-functional model of AISOMP digital automata

Fig. 5. Example of a digital machine model in Active-HDL environment

Using the State Diagram Editor allows you to automate the formation of HDL-code of the project, to verify it and select a promising control system.
The incoming signal in the model of the AISPPPZ refinery digital automatic machine will pass through 4 stages before starting one of the systems to localize a fire or an accident. The synthesis of the digital automatic machine is divided into four stages (Fig. 6). They are called conditionally:

a) The stage of block synthesis of the automatic machine – it is divided into separate blocks;

b) stage of abstract synthesis – the amount of memory consumed for the given block is determined;

c) the stage of structural synthesis, when there is a choice of logical and memory elements for building a block;

d) the stage of synthesis reliability – the conversion and addition of the schemes built to provide reliability is performed [8, 9].

Let's consider the model of CA AISOMP Refinery without taking into account the mechanics of this system. The device can be in several states:

1) C1 – AISOMP in the open state;
2) C2 – AISOMP in working process at signal transfer on AISOMP;
3) C3 – AISOMP in the open state after receiving the fire signal;
4) C4 – AISOMP is off.

Signals sent to the device: a signal about the flame (a1), a signal about the safe flame (technological process, for example, burning parts) (a0), a signal about dangerous fire (a2), a signal about the emergency situation (a3), a signal about security violation (a4), a signal about returning to the previous state (a5) [10–12].

The initial state is C2. If a flame occurs, the system will respond and signal a1, the state will change to C3. After identifying a fire as a fire, the system must change to the previous state with signal a2. In the case of a safe fire that does not need to be localized and the fire extinguishing system is started, the signal a0 will not change the state.

This device is connected to the general system of the enterprise and, in case of emergency, the signal will go to the AISP and AISE system to notify the refinery employees. In order to do so, the device must receive an a3 signal, and therefore the C2 status will be replaced by the C1 status. To ensure information protection of the refinery in case of arson, signal a4 should be sent to the unit. It will transfer the system from state C2 to state C4. The refinery security will have a5 signal, which will change state C1/C4 to C2. For illustration let's consider the described examples in the form of graphs, in which the points “C” are the system state, arc “a” – transitions from these states (Fig. 7).

The problem of synthesis of the digital automatic machine for AISPPZ arises because there is no ready standard integrated circuit suitable for unity of work of AISPPZ refinery and reliability and simplicity of algorithm of work of model CA AISOMP solves this question. The model of the digital automatic machine for AISPPPZ refinery will be constructed of separate standard integrated schemes in Active-HDL program. As the whole AISPPZ system is complex, there is a necessity to create several CA algorithms which will work in one system [13–15].
Conclusion
Integration of the system based on the digital automat model will minimize and eliminate errors in the operation of the AFPZ. The advantage of the described model of the digital automatic machine is that it makes it possible to determine the required number of input signal states corresponding to control and monitoring operations. The developed technology makes it possible to process the incoming signal contained in cyclograms into an intermediate form for synthesis of digital automata using innovative tools.
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Развитие нефтеперерабатывающих заводов увеличивает количество и масштабы пожаров и аварий, которые наносят ущерб как самым объектам, так и окружающим зданиям и сооружениям, жизням и здоровью людей, окружающей среде. Именно поэтому повышение уровня систем противопожарной защиты НПЗ остается одной из важнейших составных частей обеспечения защиты населения от угроз техногенного характера.

В статье приводятся результаты анализа аварий и пожаров на нефтеперерабатывающих заводах (НПЗ) за 2015–2019 гг. Рассмотрен вопрос необходимости интегрирования системы противопожарной защиты на НПЗ. В статье изложен процесс создания и функционирования автоматизированной интегрированной системы управления противопожарной защитой (АИСУПЗ). Данная система является новым подходом к решению вопроса безопасности процессов, наносящих вред окружающей среде и тем, кто находится в ней. Она обеспечивает автоматическую обработку и передачу информации, а также эффективное управление пожарами.

Разработанная технология дает возможность обработки поступающего сигнала, содержащегося в циклограммах, в промежуточную форму для синтеза цифровых автоматов при помощи инновационных инструментальных средств.
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